GENERAL NOTES
1. Use 3" of AC for terminal pavement adjacent to AC roadway pavement. Use 6" of Class B concrete for terminal pavement adjacent to PCCP roadway pavement.
2. PCCP terminal pavement shall include 2" deep scored joints aligned with adjacent PCCP roadway pavement.
3. Leaveouts shall be provided in the pavement around guardrail posts 1 through 3. Leaveouts shall be filled flush to top of pavement with 3" of CLSM grout having a 28 day compressive strength between 40 and 120 psi.
4. Guardrail markers (edgelines) shall be installed on posts 2, 4, 6, 8 and as indicated in the Standard Specifications.
- Layout shown is for Guardrail face at normal shoulder width. When Guardrail is offset by 2' from normal shoulder width, increase pad approach taper length to 86' and pad width to 12'.